Abstract:

Videos are good sources of knowledge about things we have not yet experienced. They also show many aspects of human life. Videos have multiple sources of sensory information. Building a video understanding system requires computer vision components, such as object detection and recognition, and knowledge from other domains such as spoken/natural language processing and cognitive science. Cross-modal learning is a way of learning that involves information obtained from more than one modality. In this talk, I will introduce two recent projects on cross-modal learning for video understanding. In particular, I will talk about the "Spoken Moments" project, where my collaborators and I collected spoken descriptions of 500K short videos, to capture natural and concise descriptions on a large scale. We designed the study to collect only descriptions of events that stood out in participants’ memory, as we were particularly interested in the video content that human annotators pay attention to. Using pairs of video and spoken descriptions, we trained a model with a cross-modal learning architecture to understand the video content, leading to more human-like understanding. The model trained on the spoken moments generalizes very strongly to the other datasets. I will also present our approaches to model training and future projects in video understanding.
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